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ABSTRACT
Context. The availability of asteroseismic constraints for a large sample of red giant stars from the CoRoT and Kepler missions paves
the way for various statistical studies of the seismic properties of stellar populations.
Aims. We use the first detailed spectroscopic study of 19 CoRoT red-giant stars (Morel et al 2014) to compare theoretical stellar
evolution models to observations of the open cluster NGC 6633 and field stars.
Methods. In order to explore the effects of rotation-induced mixing and thermohaline instability, we compare surface abundances of
carbon isotopic ratio and lithium with stellar evolution predictions. These chemicals are sensitive to extra-mixing on the red-giant
branch.
Results. We estimate mass, radius, and distance for each star using the seismic constraints. We note that the Hipparcos and seismic
distances are different. However, the uncertainties are such that this may not be significant. Although the seismic distances for the
cluster members are self consistent they are somewhat larger than the Hipparcos distance. This is an issue that should be considered
elsewhere. Models including thermohaline instability and rotation-induced mixing, together with the seismically determined masses
can explain the chemical properties of red-giants targets. However, with this sample of stars we cannot perform stringent tests of the
current stellar models. Tighter constraints on the physics of the models would require the measurement of the core and surface rotation
rates, and of the period spacing of gravity-dominated mixed modes. A larger number of stars with longer times series, as provided by
Kepler or expected with Plato, would help for ensemble asteroseismology.
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1. Introduction
The classical theory of stellar evolution fails to explain abun-
dances anomalies observed in stars ascending the red giant
branch (RGB). Indeed, a large number of observations pro-
vide compelling evidence of an extra mixing process occur-
ring when the low-mass stars reach the so-called bump in
the luminosity function on the RGB. At that point, spectro-
scopic studies show a drop in the surface carbon isotopic
ratio, and the lithium and carbon abundances, while nitro-
Send offprint requests to: N.Lagarde, e-mail:
lagarde@bison.ph.bham.ac.uk
gen abundance increases slightly (e.g., Gilroy & Brown 1991;
Gratton et al. 2000; Tautvaisˇiene et al. 2000; Smiljanic et al.
2009; Tautvaisˇiene˙ et al. 2013).
A significant effort has been devoted to improving our
understanding of the physical processes occurring in low- and
intermediate-mass stars. The internal dynamics of these stars
is altered by the effects of rotation, through the transport of
both angular momentum and chemical species through the
action of meridional circulation and shear turbulence, combined
possibly with other processes induced by internal gravity waves
or magnetic fields (e.g., Zahn 1992; Maeder & Zahn 1998;
Eggenberger et al. 2005; Talon & Charbonnel 1998, 2005;
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Charbonnel et al. 2013).
Rotation-induced mixing implies a variation of the chemical
properties of stars during the main sequence and at the beginning
of the RGB, successfully explaining many abundances patterns
observed at the surface of low- and intermediate-mass stars
(Palacios et al. 2003; Charbonnel & Talon 2008; Smiljanic et al.
2010; Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010). Rotation has also been
investigated by several authors as a possible source of mixing
during the RGB to explain abundances anomalies observed
at the surface of RGB stars (e.g., Sweigart & Mengel 1979;
Charbonnel 1995; Denissenkov & Tout 2000; Palacios et al.
2006). However, the total diffusion coefficient of rotation
during the RGB is too low to reproduce variations of chemical
abundances on the first ascent giant branch as required by
spectroscopic observations (e.g., Palacios et al. 2006).
Thermohaline instability driven by 3He-burning has been
proposed as a process which is able to modify the pho-
tospheric compositions of bright low-mass red-giant stars
(Charbonnel & Zahn 2007; Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010). This
double diffusive instability is induced by the mean molecular
weight inversion created, in these stars, by the 3He(3He,2p)4He
reaction (included in the pp-chains) in the thin radiative layer
between the convective envelope and the hydrogen burning
shell (Eggleton et al. 2006, 2008; Lattanzio et al. 2015). This
mechanism has a crucial impact on surface chemical properties
of RGB stars in agreement with spectroscopic observations
(Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010; Angelou et al. 2011, 2012). It is
also very significant for the chemical evolution of light elements
in our Galaxy (Lagarde et al. 2011, 2012b).
In summary, and as discussed in Charbonnel & Zahn (2007),
Charbonnel & Lagarde (2010), and Lagarde et al. (2011), the
effects of both rotation-induced mixing and thermohaline
instability explain most of the spectroscopic observations of
low- and intermediate-mass stars at various metallicities and
evolutionary phases.
Hydrodynamic simulations, in 2D and 3D have been
used to improve the constraints on the efficiency of ther-
mohaline instability in stellar interiors (Denissenkov et al.
2009; Denissenkov 2010; Denissenkov & Merryfield 2011;
Rosenblum et al. 2011; Traxler et al. 2011; Brown et al. 2013).
These simulations currently show that double diffusive insta-
bility is not efficient enough to significantly change surface
abundances (Wachlin et al. 2014). However, they are still far
from the parameter space relevant to the stellar regime. Future
hydrodynamical simulations representative of conditions met
in the stellar interior and taking the coupling of thermohaline
instability with other mixing processes into account, will shed
light on this discrepancy.
Additionally and independent of spectroscopy, the core
rotation rate of red-giant stars measured by asteroseismology
(e.g., Beck et al. 2012; Deheuvels et al. 2012, 2014), shows a
significant disagreement with models predictions. It is clear
that the physics of red-giant models should be improved in
the light of new constraints brought by asteroseismology
(Eggenberger et al. 2012; Marques et al. 2013).
Asteroseismology paves the way to a better understanding of
stellar interiors. It provides valuable and independent constraints
on current stellar models as well as on the physics of different
transport processes. Indeed, for the first time, we have the pos-
sibility to determine the evolutionary state of red-giants (e.g.,
Montalba´n et al. 2010; Bedding et al. 2010; Mosser et al. 2011,
2014), to estimate their core rotation rate (e.g., Beck et al. 2012;
Deheuvels et al. 2012, 2014), and to deduce the properties of
the core He-burning phase (Mosser et al. 2011; Montalba´n et al.
2013). Asteroseismology allows us to test stellar evolution
models with more stringent constraints for clusters as well
as for single stars. With the CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2006) and
Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010) space missions, a large number
of asteroseismic observations have been obtained for different
kind of stars. They offer a unique opportunity to obtain some
fundamental properties by observation of mixed modes in red
giants (e.g., Chaplin & Miglio 2013).
To exploit all the potential of asteroseismic data from
CoRoT and Kepler missions, it is crucial to combine them
with spectroscopic constraints (e.g., Thygesen et al. 2012;
Molenda-Zakowicz et al. 2014). The first spectroscopic study
of the red giants lying in the asteroseismic CoRoT fields is
Morel et al. (2014, hereafter M14). It includes observations
of the chemical tracers of extra-mixing in these stars (Li and
carbon isotopic ratio). Moreover, this study gives surface
chemical properties and seismic properties of three members
of NGC 6633, which represents an ideal laboratory to study
red-giant stars at the same age.
In this paper, we combine asteroseismic and spectroscopic
measurements with stellar evolution models to use them to im-
prove our knowledge of stellar interiors. We propose in this pa-
per two complementary approaches to test model predictions of
chemical transport with spectroscopic observations, and couple
that to seismic constraints on stellar properties. In Sect. 2, we
briefly present the observed targets and discuss their stellar prop-
erties (radius, mass, and distance). We describe the physical in-
put of the stellar evolution models in Sect. 3.1, while Sect. 3.2 in-
cludes a description of the rotation and thermohaline instability
effects on the chemical properties of red-giant stars. Theoretical
predictions are compared to spectroscopic (Li and 12C/13C data)
and asteroseismic observations in Sect. 4, before the conclusion
in Sect. 5
2. Stellar parameters
In this section, we estimate the stellar radii and masses using
several methods (spectroscopy, asteroseismology and astrom-
etry) and then we discuss the differences between them. We
use the spectroscopic determinations of chemical abundances
published by M14. This sample is composed of 19 red-giant
targets of which 15 were observed by CoRoT including three
members of the young open cluster NGC 6633 (HD 170053,
HD 170174, HD 170231, see tables 1 and 2). M14 also derived
the lithium abundances for all the stars in the sample and
12C/13C for four of them (see table 2). The asteroseismic
parameters of large separation, ∆ν, and frequency of maximum
oscillation power, νmax, are also taken from M14. Three dif-
ferent methods were used to obtain these global asteroseismic
properties (Mosser & Appourchaux 2009; Hekker et al. 2010;
Kallinger et al. 2010a). See Sect. 4 of M14 for more details on
the derivations of these parameters. The values are presented in
table 1. We also use the effective temperature derived by M14
using the seismic-surface gravity as constraint. Astrometric
parallaxes from Hipparcos (van Leeuwen 2007, 2009) have
2
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the radii obtained by different combinations of the available observational constraints. Radii are de-
termined using asteroseismic constraints (νmax,∆ν) and Teff (black dots), determined with PARAM (blue crosses), and using the
parallax from the Hipparcos catalog (van Leeuwen 2007), apparent magnitudes, and extinction from different prescriptions (red
symbols). Squares represent radii computed with no extinction (AV=0), and triangles extinctions from the 3D Galactic extinction
model by Drimmel et al. (2003). Asterisks indicate stars that are members of NGC6633.
been used.
We start by determining radii and masses using seismic scal-
ing relations (Eqs. 1 and 2):
M
M⊙
≈
(
νmax
νmax,⊙
)3 (
∆ν
∆ν⊙
)−4 ( Teff
Teff,⊙
)3/2
(1)
R
R⊙
≈
(
νmax
νmax,⊙
) (
∆ν
∆ν⊙
)−2 ( Teff
Teff,⊙
)1/2
(2)
Solar reference values from M14 are ∆ν⊙= 135.1 µHz ,
νmax,⊙=3090 µHz and Teff,⊙=5777 K.
As the Hipparcos parallax, π, is available for most of the stars
studied here, we can derive the stellar luminosity from the appar-
ent magnitude in V-band, and then the stellar radius. The bolo-
metric corrections are derived from Alonso et al. (1999). The ex-
tinctions are computed with the 3D Galactic extinction model
by Drimmel et al. (2003). If the radius is known, the stellar mass
can be estimated from only one of the two global seismic pa-
rameters ∆ν (Eq.3) or νmax (Eq. 4). This allows us to explore any
systematic uncertainty on the mass determination.
M
M⊙
≈
(
∆ν
∆ν⊙
)2 ( R
R⊙
)3
(3)
M
M⊙
≈
(
νmax
νmax,⊙
) (
R
R⊙
)2 ( Teff
Teff,⊙
)1/2
. (4)
We can also derive the stellar radius from stellar models
using both the spectroscopic and asteroseismic observational
data. For this purpose, we use PARAM (da Silva et al. 2006;
Table 1. Seismic properties
Name Teff ∆ν νmax Mass[1] Radius[1]
(K) (µHz) (µHz) (M⊙) (R⊙)
HD49566 5185 ± 50 7.37 ± 0.09 93 ± 2.78 2.6 ± 0.3 9.6 ± 0.4
HD50890 4710 ± 75 1.81 ± 0.065 15 ± 1.37 2.6 ± 0.8 24.4 ± 3
HD169370 4520 ± 60 3.32 ± 0.03 27.2 ± 0.64 1.3 ± 0.1 12.9 ± 0.4
HD169751 4910 ± 55 5.7 ± 0.92 58.8 ± 1.63 1.7 ± 1.1 9.8 ± 3.2
HD170008 5130 ± 50 22.4 ± 0.06 339 ± 4.58 1.5 ± 0.1 3.7 ± 0.1
HD170031 4515 ± 65 3.87 ± 0.05 38.1 ± 0.77 1.9 ± 0.15 13.3 ± 0.4
HD175679 5180 ± 50 4.94 ± 0.48 55.6 ± 9.74 2.8 ± 1.8 12.7 ± 3.4
HD178484 4440± 60 1.63 ± 0.03 11.9 ± 0.52 1.8 ± 0.3 23.2 ± 1.4
HD181907 4725 ± 65 3.48 ±0.05 28.5 ± 0.74 1.3± 0.1 12.6 ± 0.5
HD170053 [2] 4290 ± 65 1.09 ±0.03 9.4±0.54 4.2 ± 0.9 40.3 ± 3.1
HD170174 [2] 5055 ± 55 4.16 ±0.08 44.6±2.7 2.7± 0.6 14.2± 1
HD170231[2] 5175 ± 55 5.34± 0.11 66.3 ± 2.96 3.4± 0.6 13 ± 0.8
α Boo 4260 ± 60 0.82 ±0.02 3.47 ± 0.17 0.6 ± 0.1 25.9± 1.8
η Ser 4935 ± 50 10 ± 0.25 125 ± 6.25 1.7± 0.3 6.8 ± 0.5
ǫ Oph 4940 ± 55 5.2 ± 0.13 53.5 ± 2.67 1.9 ± 0.4 10.8 ± 0.8
ξ Hya 5095 ± 50 7.0 ± 0.175 92.3 ± 4.61 3.1 ± 0.5 10.4 ± 0.7
β Aql 5110 ± 50 26 ± 0.65 410 ± 20 1.4 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.2
1 computed from the seismic scaling relations.
2 NGC 6633 members
Rodrigues et al. 2014) which computes the stellar properties
with a Bayesian approach. This code compares observational
data (Teff,[M/H],∆ν,νmax) with theoretical models (PARSEC
isochrones, Bressan et al. 2012). It estimates also the distances
and extinctions using observed magnitudes in several bandpass,
bolometric corrections (see references in Rodrigues et al. 2014),
and adopting a single extinction curve in terms of V-band. In our
case, we use the UBVRI (from SIMBAD) and JHK (2MASS,
Cutri et al. 2003) bands, when available.
Having described the different methods used, we now
present a comparison between radii and masses determined
using the different combinations of seismic and non-seismic
constraints. Radii and masses are computed using Eqs. 1 and 2,
and obtained by the other methods (Eqs. 3, 4, and parallax). We
3
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the masses obtained by different combinations of the observational constraints available. Masses are de-
termined using asteroseismic constraints (νmax,∆ν) and Teff (black dots), using νmax, Teff , the extinction from Drimmel’s model, and
the stellar radius from the Hipparcos parallax (using Teff, red triangle), and using ∆ν and the stellar radius from the Hipparcos par-
allax (using Teff) and stellar extinction by Drimmel’s model (green square). Asterisks indicate stars that are members of NGC6633.
also consider extinctions, AV, using Drimmel et al. (2003) as
described above, and AV=0. These results are presented in Figs.
1 and 2.
The radii determined with PARAM have the best precision,
due to the bayesian approach and the use of priors on stel-
lar evolutionary tracks. In most cases, masses and radii deter-
mined using different methods agree within standard uncertainty.
However, this is not a very stringent test since the typical uncer-
tainties are ∼9 % for the radii and ∼22 % for the masses.
Fig. 2 shows a good agreement between red and green
symbols. This is mostly due to the strong dependency of the
mass estimates (from Eqs. 3 and 4) on the stellar radius, which
in both cases is derived using Hipparcos parallaxes. Miglio et al.
(2012) suggested that a relative correction to the scaling relation
should be considered between red clump stars and RGB stars,
affecting the mass determination of clump stars by ∼ 10%.
However, the uncertainties observed here are larger than this
correction. Similarly, the correction proposed by Mosser et al.
(2013) are smaller (6% for the stellar radius and 3% for the
mass).
Figure 3 displays the distance to each star as given in the
Hipparcos catalog, and computed via asteroseismic constraints.
The lower panel shows the relative difference between the two
quantities. The weighted average of the relative difference be-
tween seismic and Hipparcos distances is −0.12 with a statis-
tical uncertainty of 0.03. We used the approach developed by
Chaplin et al. (1998) (and used in Miglio et al. 2012) to com-
pute the weighted average of the relative distance and include
the Student t-distribution to take into account the small number
of points. This marginally significant differences suggest that the
seismic distances are overestimated compared to the Hipparcos
distances, with consequences for the seismic radii and masses
(see Figs. 1 and 2).
The weighted average of the relative difference between
Hipparcos and seismic distances for the stars in the cluster is
-0.23 ± 0.10. The accuracy of Hipparcos parallaxes has re-
cently been questioned by Melis et al. (2014) in the case of the
Pleiades, suggesting that the Hipparcos distance is overestimated
by ∼12 %. However, our current poor knowledge of systematic
uncertainties on the seismically determined distances prevents
us from contributing to this debate.
3. Theoretical predictions
3.1. Input physics of the hydrodynamical stellar models
In this paper, we use the stellar evolution code STAREVOL.
In a series of three papers (Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010;
Lagarde et al. 2011, 2012a, hereafter CL10, L11, and L12a
respectively), the effects of rotation-induced mixing and ther-
mohaline instability on the structure, evolution, nucleosynthesis
as well as on global asteroseismic properties of low- and
intermediate-mass stars at various metallicities, were discussed.
A detailed description of the input physics is given in L12a. The
treatment of convection is based on a classical mixing-length
formalism with αMLT =1.6.
The treatment of rotation-induced mixing follows the
complete formalism developed by Zahn (1992); Maeder & Zahn
(1998) (see for more details CL10 and L12a). Solid-body
rotation is assumed when the star arrives on the zero age
main sequence (ZAMS). Typical initial (i.e., ZAMS) rotation
velocities are chosen depending on the stellar mass based on
observed rotation distributions in young open clusters (Gaige´
1993). In these models, we consider that the turbulent diffusivity
4
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the distances determined from asteroseismic constraints (νmax,∆ν) and Teff (black open circle), and the
Hipparcos distance (red triangle). In the lower panel, the grey solid line represent the weighted average difference, while the grey
dashed lines represent a difference of 25%. Asterisk identify the cluster members.
related to thermohaline instability induced by 3He burning
develops as long thin fingers with aspect ratio consistent with
predictions by Ulrich (1972) and confirmed by the laboratory
experiments (Krishnamurti 2003). We adopt an aspect ratio of
5, which nicely reproduces the observed chemical properties
of red-giant stars (Charbonnel & Zahn 2007, and CL10), and
allows us to solve the so-called “3He problem” in the Milky
Way (Lagarde et al. 2012b).
These new stellar models produced by STAREVOL, includ-
ing thermohaline instability as well as rotation-induced mixing,
can explain the behaviour of different chemical abundances in
main-sequence, and red-giant stars observed in the field and
open cluster stars over the relevant mass and metallicity range
(Smiljanic et al. 2010, CL10, and Lagarde et al. 2015 in prep.).
In the following sections, we briefly present the effects of
rotation-induced mixing and thermohaline mixing on the surface
abundances of lithium and carbon isotopic ratio drawing the stel-
lar evolution. We also present a comparison, in Sect.4, between
our predictions from L12a and the data for the CoRoT red giants
targets.
3.2. Evolution of Lithium and isotopic ratio of carbon.
We focus on the effects of rotation-induced mixing and thermo-
haline instability on Li and 12C/13C surface abundances. The best
indicator of non-standard transport processes in evolved low-
mass stars is the carbon isotopic ratio, as discussed in litera-
ture and supported by numerous observations (e.g., Gilroy 1989;
Fig. 4. HR diagram of model with M = 1.5 M⊙ and solar metal-
licity including the effects of rotation-induced mixing and ther-
mohaline instability. The color represents the mass fraction of
12C/13C at the surface. The turn-off and the bump luminosity are
indicated on the figure.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the lithium surface abundances
(A(Li)=log( X(Li)X(H) AHALi ) + 12), with X(Li) the lithium mass
fraction), and carbon isotopic ratio as a function of effective
temperature. Predictions are shown for 1.5 M⊙ models at solar
metallicity computed following standard prescriptions (dotted
line) and including rotation-induced mixing as well as thermo-
haline instability (VZAMS=110 km/s, (solid line) from the ZAMS
up to the TP-AGB phase. Evolutionary phases are indicated by
a colour label: main sequence (black), red-giant branch (green),
He-burning phase (blue), and asymptotic giant branch (red).
ZAMS (black triangle) and first dredge-up (start/end ; full/open
squares) are indicated.
Gratton et al. 2000; Smiljanic et al. 2009). The most fragile el-
ement, lithium, burns by proton captures at relatively low tem-
perature (∼ 2.5.106 K) and is preserved only in the most exter-
nal stellar layers (e.g., Pasquini et al. 2004; Charbonnel & Talon
1999; Palacios et al. 2003). 12C/13C and Li can be useful in the
characterization of mixing mechanisms because they burn at dif-
ferent temperatures, i.e. at different depths in stellar interiors.
Figure 4 presents the evolutionary track in the Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram (HRD) of the 1.5 M⊙ model computed with
thermohaline instability and rotation (VZAMS=110 km/s). We se-
lect two points along the track (turn-off and the bump luminos-
ity) to discuss the evolution of carbon isotopic ratio and lithium
at the surface of low- and intermediate-mass stars.
Figure 5 represents the evolution of lithium and isotopic
ratio of carbon as a function of effective temperature for the
same model. Standard predictions (i.e. non-rotating models
without thermohaline mixing) are also shown.
In the standard case (solid line on Fig. 5), the surface
depletion of both Li and 12C/13C begins at relatively low Teff
(i.e. at Teff ∼ 5600 K for Li and Teff ∼5000 K for 12C/13C). This
is due to the dilution of external layers when the convective
stellar envelope deepens in mass during the first dredge-up.
The surface abundances are not predicted to change after the
Fig. 6. Chemical profiles of isotopic ratio of carbon as a func-
tion of coordinate in mass (Mr/M⊙) at the turn-off of the 1.5
M⊙ star computed with different initial rotation velocities. The
black solid, red dashed, and blue dot-dashed lines represent stan-
dard models, models including rotation with VZAMS = 50 km/s,
and 110 km/s, respectively. The vertical lines show, in all cases,
the maximum depth reached by the convective envelope at its
maximum extent during the first dredge-up, while the horizontal
lines indicate the surface values of 12C/13C at the end of the first
dredge-up.
end of the first dredge-up until the star reaches the early-AGB.
We will discuss next the effects of rotation-induced mixing and
thermohaline instability on the surface abundances of isotopic
ratio of carbon and lithium.
3.2.1. At the turnoff
The modifications of the stellar internal and surface chemical
abundances are driven by rotation-induced mixing on the main
sequence and convective dilution during the first dredge-up
episode on the sub-giant branch and early-RGB. Figure 6
describes the effect of different initial velocities on the 12C/13C
profile as a function of coordinate in mass1 (Mr/M⊙), at the end
of central hydrogen burning in a 1.5 M⊙ model. In the rotating
models, the abundance gradients are smoothed compared to the
standard case. Rotation-induced mixing modifies the internal
chemical structure of main-sequence stars, enlarging the Li-free
regions and modifying the 13C and 12C profiles.
3.2.2. Toward the red-giant branch
When the star expands after the turnoff (TO) and evolves toward
the red-giant branch, its convective envelope deepens and
1 Mr/M⊙ allows to point out the central regions of the star.
6
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the surface abundances of Lithium, A(Li)
as a function of effective temperature. Predictions are shown for
2.0 M⊙ models at solar metallicity computed including rotation-
induced mixing (VZAMS=110, 180, 250 km/s, black solid, green
dashed, and red dotted lines respectively) from the ZAMS up
to the core-He-burning phase. ZAMS (black triangle) and first
dredge-up (start/end ; full/open squares) are indicated.
engulfes most of the regions that have been nuclearly processed
as indicated by the vertical lines on Fig. 6. This leads to the first
dredge-up which changes the surface chemical properties of the
star. Rotating sub-giant stars have lower surface carbon isotopic
ratio and lithium abundance compared to standard models (see
Fig.5, e.g., Palacios et al. 2003; Smiljanic et al. 2009). Indeed,
when the initial velocity increases, the surface abundance of
lithium after the first dredge-up decreases (see Fig. 7, at Teff ∼
4800 K). This implies that two stars with the same global
properties (luminosity, surface gravity, or effective temperature)
could have a very different surface abundance of lithium due to
their very different rotation velocities.
3.2.3. red-giant branch
The 12C/13C and Li abundances at the surface decrease during
the RGB, and specifically at the bump luminosity, as shown by
models including rotation-induced mixing and thermohaline
instability (Fig.4 and Fig.5). Indeed, as already discussed by
Charbonnel & Zahn (2007) and CL10, on the RGB, thermo-
haline mixing becomes efficient close to the bump luminosity
(Teff ∼ 4200 K). Then, the theoretical abundances of Li and
12C/13C drop again (for more details see CL10), while they
would stay constant in the standard case.
Figure 8 displays a Kippenhahn diagram for a 1.5M⊙ model, as
well as the evolution of the surface abundance of carbon isotopic
ratio, during the RGB. As discussed in Charbonnel & Zahn
(2007) and CL10, thermohaline instability develops at the
top of the hydrogen burning shell (HBS) by an inversion of
Fig. 8. Top panel: Kippenhahn diagram for the 1.5 M⊙ star com-
puted with thermohaline instability and rotation-induced mixing.
Here we focus on the red-giant branch. Green dashed lines de-
limit the hydrogen-burning shell above the degenerate helium
core, and the dotted line shows the region of maximum nuclear
energy production. The region where thermohaline instability
takes place is indicated in blue. Bottom panel: The evolution of
12C/13C during the RGB.
mean molecular weight. This instability is induced by the
3He(3He,2p)4He reaction which takes place in the HBS, only
after the star has reached the luminosity bump. This occurs
when the HBS crosses the molecular weight discontinuity left
behind by the first dredge-up (at t∼ 3.028.109 yrs on Fig. 8).
As soon as the thermohaline instability sets in, newly emitted
protons diffuse outward, spreading out the molecular-weight
inversion and enlarging the thermohaline region until it reaches
the convective envelope (at t∼ 3.039 109 yr on Fig. 8). As a
consequence, 12C and 13C diffuse respectively inwards and
outward, leading to a decrease of the surface carbon isotopic
ratio. The surface Li abundance decreases too (Fig. 5). In
addition, rotation-induced mixing leads to an earlier (in terms
of luminosity) beginning of thermohaline instability on RGB
compared to a model without rotation (see CL10).
3.2.4. He-burning phase
After the star reaches the RGB tip (at Teff ∼ 3100 K), its effec-
tive temperature increases until it settles in the red clump (blue
part on Fig. 5) before decreasing again when it starts climbing
the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). During the core-He-burning
phase, thermohaline instability develops and slightly changes the
surface abundances of Li again and 12C/13C (see Fig. 5). The sec-
ond dredge-up leads to a decrease again in the Li abundance and,
slightly, in 12C/13C. As shown by CL10, thermohaline mixing
is responsible for the Li-enrichment shown during the thermal
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pulses AGB phase, at Teff ∼ 3000 K on Fig. 5 (red line). It can
explain the Li-enrichment observed during the TP-AGB phase.
3.3. The variation of the asymptotic period spacing during
stellar evolution
The period spacing of the dipolar gravity modes, ∆Π(ℓ=1), can
be determined with the asymptotic relation (Tassoul 1980).
∆Π(ℓ = 1) =
√
2π2∫ r2
r1
N dr
r
(5)
where N is the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency and r1 and r2 define
the domain (in radius) where g modes are trapped. Within this
region, the mode frequency satisfies the conditions
ω2 < N2 (6)
and
ω2 < S 2ℓ =
ℓ(ℓ + 1)c2s
r2
(7)
where S l is the Lamb frequency, and cs the sound velocity.
This quantity gives us information on the stellar structure,
and on the stellar core (Mosser et al. 2012b; Montalba´n et al.
2013, L12a). Thus with the period spacing of g-modes, it is
possible to distinguish between stars with the same luminosity
but in different evolutionary phases. A difference in the density
profile, and the presence of a convective core during the core-
He-burning phase, changes the value of ∆Π(ℓ=1). At the same
luminosity, a RGB star has a lower ∆Π(ℓ=1) than a clump star
(∆Π(ℓ=1) ∼ 60 and 300 s respectively, e.g. Mosser et al. (2014);
Montalba´n et al. (2010)). Figure 9 depicts ∆Π(ℓ=1) for standard
models of different initial stellar masses at solar metallicity. The
density profile is different when the stellar mass increases, and,
as a consequence, has an impact on the value ∆Π(ℓ=1) for a
given evolutionary phase (see Fig. 9).
As we discuss in Sect. 3.2, rotation-induced mixing has
an impact on the stellar structure during the main sequence,
and leads to a more massive helium core at the turnoff than
in the standard case. This results in a shift of tracks to-
ward higher luminosities throughout their evolution (e.g., L12a,
Eggenberger et al. 2010; Ekstro¨m et al. 2012; Maeder & Meynet
2000). The effect of increasing the mass of the He core at the
TO is to change the time spent in the sub-giant phase, as well
as the period spacing (for stars with masses 2.0 M⊙) when the
star will reach the phase of central He-burning (as explained in
Montalban et al. 2013). Montalba´n et al. (2013) already inves-
tigated the effect of main sequence overshooting on the period
spacing of intermediate-mass stars during the core-He burning,
and also the effect of overshooting during the core-He burning
for low-mass stars. A detailed study of the impact of rotation is
in progress (Lagarde et al, in prep.).
As discussed in §3.2, thermohaline mixing is efficient only
after the bump luminosity on the RGB (Charbonnel & Zahn
2007; Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010). Beyond this point, the
double-diffusive instability develops in a very thin region lo-
cated between the hydrogen-burning shell and the convective
envelope, and has a negligible effect on the stellar structure. It
does not modify the tracks in the log(L) versus ∆Π diagram.
Fig. 9. The stellar luminosity as a function of the asymptotic pe-
riod spacing of g-modes for standard models at solar metallicity
and for different stellar masses, as indicated. Sub-giant and red
giant phases are labelled by dashed, and solid lines on the upper
panel, which shows the red giant branch. The lower panel shows
the He-burning phase.
4. Comparison with spectroscopic observations of
CoRoT red-giants targets
We now compare the theoretical predictions of our models with
respect to observations of lithium and carbon isotopic ratio in
red-giants target.
4.1. Lithium
Figure 10 presents theoretical lithium evolution for different
masses, at three metallicities ([Fe/H]= -0.56, -0.25, and 0).
The models include rotation with an initial velocity ∼30%
of critical velocity, which is typical of the observed rotation
in the main-sequence stars in young open clusters (see §3,
and L12). Theoretical tracks are compared to non-LTE Li
observations in three metallicity ranges: [Fe/H]≥ −0.125,
−0.26 ≤ [Fe/H] < −0.125, and [Fe/H]< −0.26. Our sample
does not include Li-rich giants with A(Li)>2.5. The stellar
surface gravity is taken from seismology for the stars observed
by CoRoT. Otherwise we use stellar gravity deduced from
spectroscopy.
In most cases, the theoretical and observed lithium abun-
dances are compatible (within the error bars). However, few
cases should be discussed in detail:
– HD 178484 (on top panels of Fig.10) has an observed surface
lithium abundance A(Li)=0.46±0.12 higher than predicted
by models (Fig.10). As discussed by Smiljanic et al. (2010)
and in Sect. 4, the lithium post-dredge up abundance is
dependent on the initial values of the stellar rotational
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Fig. 10. Left panels: Color-coded HR diagram for different stellar masses. The color code represents the values of A(Li) at the stellar
surface. Right panels: The evolution of surface lithium abundance (from the ZAMS to the end of the He-burning phase) as a function
of effective temperature. Circles and diamonds denote, respectively, Li detections and upper limits for stars with [Fe/H]<-0.26 (top
panels), -0.26≤[Fe/H]<-0.125 (middle panels), and [Fe/H]≥-0.125 (bottom panels). Error bars are shown for all stars. 9
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Table 2. Chemical properties of stars with 12C/13C data and
NGC 6633 members
Name Teff log(g) [Fe/H] 12C/13C A(Li)NLTE
(K)
HD181907 4725 ± 65 2.35 ± 0.04 -0.15 ±0.12 9 ± 1 < 0.07
HD175679 5180 ± 50 2.66 ± 0.11 0.02 ±0.10 17± 5 1.44 ± 0.12
HD175294[3] 4950 ± 85 2.85 ± 0.2 0.25 ± 0.12 16±2 < 0.1
α Boo 4260 ± 60 1.42 ± 0.08 -0.69 ± 0.11 8±1 < 1.06
HD170053 [2] 4290 ± 65 1.85 ± 0.16 -0.03 ±0.12 18 ± 8 [1] 1.44± 0.12
HD170174 [2] 5055 ± 55 2.56 ± 0.05 -0.07 ±0.10 21 ± 7 [1] 0.8 ± 0.12
HD170231[2] 5175 ± 55 2.74 ± 0.06 -0.03 ± 0.10 - 1.49 ± 0.12
1 from Smiljanic et al. (2009)
2 NGC 6633 members
velocities (see Fig. 7). If we were to adopt a lower initial
value for the rotational velocity then better agreement would
be seen between observation and theoretical models. This
star could be a red-giant star close to the bump luminosity
with a low initial velocity.
– For the same reason, the surface abundance of lithium in HD
45398 (on middle panels of Fig. 10 with A(Li)=0.63±0.13,
no seismic information) could be explained by a low initial
velocity. We believe that this star ascends the red-giant
branch.
– Similarly to the two stars discussed before, HD 43023
(on bottom panels of Fig. 10 with A(Li)¡-0.16, no seismic
information) is a red-giant star beginning to climb the
red-giant branch this time with a higher value of the initial
velocity than the model shown because of the lower than
expected Lithium abundance.
– HD 50890 (with A(Li)=1.22, on bottom panel of Fig. 10)
has been studied by Baudin et al. (2012). They concluded,
by modelling seismic properties, that it is a core He-burning
star with mass in the range between 3 and 5 M⊙. Its location
in the logg-Teff diagram yields a similar stellar mass.
However, due to the large uncertainties on Li abundance, we
cannot confirm the evolutionary status.
– All members of NGC 6633, will be discussed in detail in
Sect. 4.3.
4.2. Carbon isotopic ratio
As discussed in Sect. 2, M14 investigated the carbon isotopic
ratio in four stars. In this section, we propose to discuss in detail
these cases by comparing seismic and spectroscopic properties.
In order to locate these stars on the evolutionary tracks, Fig.11
presents the theoretical logg as a function of effective temper-
ature for different masses and at two metallicities. In addition,
the theoretical 12C/13C surface evolution with Teff for different
stellar masses at two metallicities are shown in Figure 12, and
compared with the observations.
These four stars present low carbon isotopic ratios which are
not predicted by standard models. However, effects of rotation
and more significantly, thermohaline mixing can account for
such a decrease of 12C/13C surface abundances and reproduce
very nicely the spectroscopic observations. The stellar mass,
and metallicity have an impact on the effects of thermohaline
instability and rotation-induced mixing on stellar surface
abundances (for more details see Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010,
5000 4500
3
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
Fig. 11. Theoretical evolutionary tracks plotted in logg-Teff dia-
gram (from the main sequence up to the early-AGB) computed
with thermohaline instability and rotation-induced mixing at so-
lar metallicity (left panel) and at [Fe/H]=-0.56 (right panel).
Different line styles correspond to different stellar masses.
Position of the considered set of stars for which 12C/13C has been
measured are represented by a circle for HD 175294, a square for
HD 175679, a triangle for HD 181907, and a diamond for α Boo;
They are segregated according to their metallicity.
and Lagarde & Charbonnel in prep.).
The upper limits of Li abundances for HD 175294 (circle)
and Arcturus (αBoo, diamond) do not give additional con-
straints, although they are consistent with their carbon isotopic
ratio.
According to its low 12C/13C value (right panel of Fig. 12),
Arcturus is an early-AGB star that has already finished the
core He-burning phase, with a stellar mass between 1.0 and
1.25 M⊙. Its position on the evolutionary tracks (right panel
Fig. 11) confirms its early-AGB status. The seismic properties
were derived by Kallinger et al. (2010b). As shown by Miglio
(2012), using the interferometric radius does not significantly
change the stellar mass. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2 and in Fig.
3 of Miglio (2012), the stellar mass of Arcturus is between
0.6 and 0.9 M⊙. The seismic mass is significantly below that
inferred from the models. However as Arcturus is believed to
be an early-AGB, we can expect it to have experienced high
mass loss. Indeed, using Reimers formula in our models, we
find that a star with an initial mass between 1.0 and 1.2 M⊙
at [Fe/H]=−0.56 has a mass between 0.9 and 1.17 M⊙ on the
early-AGB.
HD 175294, was initially proposed as potential target
for CoRoT, but was not observed. Consequently, we have
access only to the spectroscopic surface gravity which is more
uncertain. From spectroscopic point of view, this star is likely to
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Fig. 12. 12C/13C data in our red-giant stars that are segregated ac-
cording to their metallicity (left and right panels include respec-
tively sample stars with metallicity close to solar and [Fe/H]=-
0.56). Same symbols as in Fig 11. Theoretical 12C/13C surface
abundance is shown from the ZAMS up to the TP-AGB. Various
lines correspond to predictions of stellar models of different
masses including effects of rotation-induced mixing (with an ini-
tial V/Vcrit=0.30) and thermohaline instability.
be a core He-burning star with a stellar mass around 3.0 M⊙.
HD 175679 (square on Figs. 11 and 12) has seismic data
with a very large uncertainties that prevent an accurate esti-
mation of a seismic mass and radius. The Li abundance is in
agreement with that of a star with a mass range of 3 to 4 M⊙
located in the Hertzsprung-gap or possibly at the base of the
RGB. Although the carbon isotopic ratio is uncertain, the value
is consistent with this evolutionary state and initial mass.
The properties of the red giant HD181907 (HR 7349, trian-
gle on Figs. 11 and 12) has widely been discussed in the lit-
erature. Using solely the seismic observations by Carrier et al.
(2010), Miglio et al. (2010) deduce a mass of about 1.2 M⊙,
which is in good agreement with the value we deduced from
spectroscopic constraints (see Figs. 11 and 12), as well as with
stellar mass and radius deduced from the Hipparcos parallax
(Fig. 2).
An observation of the small frequency separation between
ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 1 modes, δν01, allowed Montalba´n et al. (2010)
to suggest that this star is ascending or descending the RGB.
However, the value of the small frequency separation between
ℓ = 0 and ℓ = 2 modes, δν02, (Carrier et al. 2010) seems to be
too large for a RGB star (Montalba´n et al. 2012). In addition its
low surface carbon isotopic ratio and Li abundances indicate
that this star would be better explained by a model in the
core-He burning phase (Fig. 12).
Further seismic analysis can be used to distinguish between
the RGB and core-He burning phase. Measurement of the period
spacing indicates that a value of around 285 s can fit the modes.
This solution is not unique due to the limited number of mixed
modes observed with a 5-month run. However we can rule out
a period spacing of about 60 s typical of an RGB star. We also
applied the method of Kallinger et al. (2012) to estimate the
evolutionary status, but again the frequency resolution makes
it difficult to derive a firm conclusion. Further confirmation
on the evolutionary state is derived from a comparison of the
oscillation spectrum of HD 181907 with spectra of Kepler
red giants with similar large separations and νmax values, and
with identified evolutionary stages (Mosser et al. 2014). In that
respect, the spectrum of HD 181907 looks like a red-clump
star spectrum, with significant power in the gravity-dominated
mixed modes (Grosjean et al. 2014). We therefore believe this
star to be a core-He burning star, based on both spectrometric
and asteroseismic arguments. Nevertheless, it would be interest-
ing to develop more detailed models of this star, by computing
theoretical oscillation frequencies directly from stellar models
including the effects of, e.g., thermohaline instability and
rotation-induced mixing.
4.3. NGC 6633
Since stars belonging to a cluster have been formed together,
we can assume that they have the same age, distance, and
metallicity. Spectroscopic and asteroseismic data for these stars
represent a unique opportunity to improve the constraints on
mixing inside red-giant stars. CoRoT has detected solar-like
oscillations in three members of open cluster NGC 6633
(HD 170053, HD 170174, HD 170231; Barban et al. 2013;
Poretti et al. 2015). In addition, M14 and Smiljanic et al.
(2009) present spectroscopic studies of these stars. The lithium
abundances are taken from M14 and the carbon isotopic ratio
for two stars from Smiljanic et al. (2009). The age of the
cluster determined by isochrone fitting in Smiljanic et al. (2009)
(t=4.5.108yrs) implies that stars in the He-core-burning stage
have 2.8 . M/M⊙ . 3.0, which is compatible with the stellar
mass determined with asteroseismology.
Molenda-Zakowicz et al. (2014) very recently presented a
study of 5 stars in NGC 6811 observed by Kepler, NGC 6633 is
the only cluster for which spectroscopic probes of extra-mixing
on RGB (Li and 12C/13C) and asteroseismic properties are
available. All spectroscopic and asteroseismic properties for
members of NGC 6633 are listed in table 2.
Figure 13 presents observations in log g − Teff diagram and
stellar radius vs Teff. In the same figure, four evolutionary tracks
for 2.5, 2.7 and 4.0 M⊙ at solar metallicity are shown. These
tracks include the effects of rotation and thermohaline mixing.
The turnoff mass of NGC 6633 lies in the range 2.4 to 2.7 M⊙
(Smiljanic et al. 2009).
Figure 14 presents chemical properties of the cluster mem-
bers with lithium (left panel) and carbon isotopic ratio (right
panel). Intermediate-mass stars ignite central helium-burning in
a non-degenerate core and at relatively low luminosity on the
RGB, well before the HBS reaches the mean molecular weight
discontinuity caused by the first dredge-up. Consequently,
thermohaline mixing does not take place in those stars. Only
rotation has an impact on surface abundances (see right panel
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Fig. 13. Theoretical evolutionary tracks plotted in logg-Teff diagram (left panel) and stellar radius (right panel) (from the main
sequence up to the early-AGB) computed with thermohaline instability and rotation-induced mixing at solar metallicity for 4.0
M⊙ (VZAMS=144 km/s, solid black line), 3.0 M⊙ (VZAMS= 136 km/s, orange long dashed line), 2.7 M⊙ (VZAMS=110 km/s, blue
dashed line), and 2.5 M⊙ (VZAMS=110 km/s, red dashed line). Cluster members discussed in this study are indicated by green circle
(HD170231), square (HD170174), and triangle (HD170053).
on Fig.14).
In the following paragraphs, we discuss each star according
to its seismic and spectroscopic properties:
– HD 170053 (triangle in Figs. 13 and 14): According to
its position in the color-magnitude diagram and using
isochrones from Schaller et al. (1992), Smiljanic et al.
(2009) proposed that this star could be an early-AGB star.
This is perfectly in agreement with the carbon isotopic ratio
around 18 ± 8 that they deduced (see right panel of Fig.
14). As discussed in Sect. 3.2, rotation has an impact on
stellar structure during the main sequence. This significantly
changes the lithium profile at the end of the main sequence
and the surface abundances in the sub-giant phase (e.g.,
Palacios et al. 2003; Smiljanic et al. 2010). Taken together
logg, Teff, seismic radius and the values of Li and 12C/13C
suggest this star is an early-AGB star with low initial
velocity (see Fig. 7).
– HD 170174 (square in Figs. 13 and 14): According to
seismic properties this star has a stellar mass 2.7 ± 0.7 M⊙,
which is slightly lower than mass deduced from its position
on the evolutionary tracks. Indeed, from spectroscopic point
of view, HD170174 could be more massive (∼3.0 M⊙) as a
He-burning star with low initial velocity, or a red-giant star
at the bottom of RGB. Due to the very short lifetime on the
sub-giant branch, the latter possibility is unlikely. Using the
seismic stellar mass (2.7 M⊙) and considering this star as an
He-burning star, the model with an initial velocity ∼95 km/s
at the ZAMS is the best model to reproduce its chemical
properties.
– HD 170231 (circle on Figs. 13 and 14): According to spec-
troscopic and seismic properties, this star could be a sub-
giant or a He-burning star. The low value of ∆ν rules out
the possibility that this star is a sub-giant. Its seismic prop-
erties give a stellar mass around 3.4 M⊙ which is in good
agreement with its position on evolutionary tracks and its
lithium abundance. A determination of the period spacing of
g-modes would allow us to distinguish between these two
evolutionary options.
5. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we demonstrate the power of the combination of
seismic and spectroscopic constraints to improve our under-
standing of the physical processes and specifically extra-mixing
taking place in the interior of red-giant stars. Indeed, astero-
seismology gives us new informations on stellar interiors and
accurate estimates of stellar mass, radius and evolutionary
state. Spectroscopy provides complementary information about
surface chemical properties of stars.
This paper significantly advances the study of CoRoT
red giants as presented by M14 by adding a comparison with
modern stellar models that incorporate rotation and thermoha-
line mixing. We compare stellar masses and radii determined
using various methods. The estimates are in agreement within
a standard uncertainty. However, we found relatively large
average uncertainties on radii (∼9%), and masses (∼22%) due
to large uncertainties on seismic properties (∆ν or νmax). These
values are dominated by the stars observed in short and initial
CoRoT runs. Indeed, these uncertainties are significantly lower
when considering only stars observed in 150-d long runs and
with an apparent visual magnitude brighter than 8 (∼5% on
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Fig. 14. Theoretical evolution of lithium A(Li) (left panel) and the carbon isotopic ratio (right panel) as a function of effective
temperature (from the main sequence up to the early-AGB) computed with thermohaline instability and rotation-induced mixing
at solar metallicity for 4.0 M⊙ (VZAMS=144 km/s, solid black line), 2.7 M⊙ (VZAMS=110 km/s and 250 km/s, blue and light blue
dashed lines respectively), and 2.5 M⊙ (VZAMS=110 km-s−1, red dashed line). Model of 4.0M⊙ following standard evolution theory
is also indicated by dashed-dotted line. Lithium detection and 12C/13C determination for cluster members are indicated by green
symbols.
radius and ∼14% on mass). These statistical uncertainties are
likely to be larger than systematic uncertainties that may affect
these relations.
The weighted average of the relative difference between
Hipparcos and seismic distances (-0.12±0.03) indicates a
possible disagreement. However, the large uncertainty on these
two quantities, prevents us from drawing any firm conclusions.
We have also compared theoretical and observational behav-
iors for lithium and carbon isotopic ratio. Stellar models used in
this article, include the effects of rotation-induced mixing (Zahn
1992; Maeder & Zahn 1998), known to change chemical prop-
erties of main sequence and sub-giant stars, and thermohaline
instability (Charbonnel & Zahn 2007; Charbonnel & Lagarde
2010), known to govern the surface chemical properties of low-
mass RGB stars. We show that for low-mass stars as Arcturus
and HD181907, the low carbon isotopic ratio is well explained
by thermohaline instability. On the other hand, for more massive
stars it is rotation that is the most efficient transport process for
chemical species. Our models at different initial velocities can
explain the surface abundances of lithium and 12C/13C.
This study could be more quantitative if the seismic and
spectroscopic constraints were more accurate. In addition, the
small number of stars limits the conclusions. Our study has
however identified the key constraints, and their precision, that
are needed for a stringent test of our models. The desirable
scenario is the following: to use asteroseismic and spectro-
scopic constraints to infer stellar masses to 10% or better, the
evolutionary state (RGB vs. core-He burning), and photospheric
carbon isotopic ratio with an uncertainty of ±1. Table 3 presents
the difference in the theoretical rotational velocity at the
ZAMS needed to reproduce observations with these precisions.
Table 3. Theoretical surface values of carbon isotopic ratio at
the end of the first dredge-up and during the He burning phase.
Mass VZAMS VZAMS /Vcrit 12C/13C ∆(12C/13C ) ∆(VZAMS )
(M⊙) (km/s) (km/s)
0 - 25.6
RGB1 50 0.14 23.7 1 ∼30
80 0.22 21.6
1.25 110 0.30 18.6
0 - 10.5
He-B2 50 0.14 9.5 1 ∼110
80 0.22 9.2
110 0.30 8.6
0 - 21.8
RGB1 110 0.27 19.4 1 ∼70
180 0.44 17.7
2.0 250 0.61 14.8
0 - 20.3
He-B2 110 0.27 16.7 1 ∼70
180 0.44 15.3
250 0.61 13.4
1 Post-dredge-up values
2 Central mass fraction of 4He ∼ 0.5
Thermohaline mixing governs the surface chemical properties
of low-mass-RGB stars (M.1.5M⊙) after the RGB-bump.
Whatever the rotational velocity at the ZAMS, the surface
values of 12C/13C of a 1.25 M⊙ star during the He-burning phase
are almost the same. As a consequence of this, ∆VZAMS is larger
after the RGB than before thermohaline mixing occurs. The effi-
ciency of thermohaline mixing decreases with increasing initial
stellar mass (Charbonnel & Lagarde 2010; Lagarde et al. 2011).
This is the reason why, for intermediate-mass stars, ∆VZAMS
stays almost constant between the beginning of RGB and the
He-burning phase. This ideal scenario may be achievable with
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data from the Kepler satellite which will yield a larger number
of targets with precise seismic data However, complementary
spectroscopic data (e.g. Carlberg et al. 2015) with sufficient
precision and accuracy will also be necessary.
We note however that a discrepancy still exists between the
rotation profile deduced from asteroseismic observations (e.g.
Beck et al. 2012; Mosser et al. 2012a) and the profiles predicted
from models including shellular rotation and related meridional
flows and turbulence (Eggenberger et al. 2012; Marques et al.
2013). The rotation rate derived by asteroseimic observations
are two orders of magnitude below the rotation rate predicted
by theory. This implies the need for a powerful mechanism to
extract angular momentum from the core of red-giant stars.
More specific informations about the stellar core as the period
spacing of g-modes or the core rotation rate could help us to
improve stellar models and physical processes occurring in
red-giants stars. The surface and core rotation rate as inferred
from Kepler data will provide additional constraints.
With NGC 6633, we presented a first example of a cluster
observed by CoRoT including RGB stars, for which chemical
properties are also available. It is found that the distances for
the cluster members deduced from asteroseismic properties
are self consistent, but slightly large compared to Hipparcos
distances. Although the stellar masses deduced from seismic
properties present significant uncertainties, it is clear that the
cluster members are in the mass range where rotation is the most
efficient transport processes for chemical elements. Additional
information of the rotation profile of these stars is needed to
improve our understanding of red-giant stars in this cluster.
The space mission Kepler and K2 have observed many
more open clusters with different turnoff masses, which give
us a unique opportunity to follow the evolution of stellar
properties through the evolution, and to probe the role of
transport processes at different evolutionary phases and different
masses. For many of these stars we will be able to use period
spacing and rotational splitting to determine evolutionary state
and core rotation rate. To gain the maximum from the data set
the asteroseismic properties must be matched by knowledges
surface chemical abundances. We have shown in this paper how
this complementary data set allows us to provide constraint
on the physical processes in stellar interiors. In the future,
Gaia-ESO survey, and APOGEE would be extremely helpful.
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